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THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLE
aims create a wider use of the Bible by mak- -

ing it possible every man, woman cnua to
possess attractive edition the
like that shown the illustration. To accom-nlis- h

this end the Leaerue proposes to appoint in

oevii

this

But

each locality a prominent act as through
whom the people can obtain this beautiful Bible practically free.
For the sake convenience, and in order to obtain the widest
possible these Bibles,

THE ASHEBORO COURIER
Filtmnie Has Been Appointed the Authorized Distributor for

Every member of the fam-

ily now have his or
her own copy this Bible

ILLUSTRATION REPRESENTS

The Exact Size This Bi-
ble 5 1-- 2 8 1-- 4 Inches

This photograph hint idea
this Bible, bound genuine French

SetlLtathsr, overlapping: coven,
edges, round headband and

marker.
INTERNATIONAL BIBLE LEAGUE PRESEN-
TATION PLATE WITH EACH BIBLE;

Ask this Bible and realize what this
offer meaas you.

Bible contains the authorized
of Old Testament and Testa- -

house
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That's being accented oiviaea
syllables quick and pronuncia-boy- s

business tion. contains new series
country. 3j5e study including

400 Questions and
Answers

Which Unfold Scriptures

Beautiful Illustrations
Showing Scenes Incidents Bible History

13 of Bible Colors
Large Clear Type. Fine Paper.

Each Bible supplied with elastic band packed

How to Get This Bible
corner this announcement will

find Bible Return The
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INTERNATIONAL BIBLE LEAGUE
COUPON

The return of this coupon with 98 cents to cover the items

of cost of packing, transportation from factory, checking,

clerk hire and other necessary expense ittms entitles the

holder to a copy of the International Bible League Bible. Re-

mit 15 cents postage if Bible is to be sent by mail.

perity of the nation.

Foreign trade is of great volume
The vast crops predicted are now
assured. The demand for clothing

of all kinds Is greater than ever
before, and mills can scarcely supply

these increasing demands. In fact,
business Is. such that we can safely
say that it is increasing steadily,
quietly and surely. No cloud of

the growing prosperity of
the nation.

If you are troubled with chronilc
constipation, thee mild and gentle
effect of Chamberlain's . Tablets
makes them especially euKed to
your case. For sale by all dealers.

According to final statement of
contributions filed with the House

oft Representatives, it cost the.
Democratic nations! committee lr
159,446 to elect Wilson and Mar- -'

shall. This money came in 89,854 '

separate contributions of which all
but 1,625 were in amounts less thaw
8100.
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